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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 11, we have established the stability criteria for the finite delay difference systems of the general 
form in terms of the discrete Liapunov functionals as well as Liapunov functions. Furthermore, 
the corresponding results have been obtained in [2] for the infinite delay difference systems. They 
have been further improved in [3]. However, to the best of our knowledge, only several results 
on oscillations and asymptotic behaviors of some specific neutral delay difference equations have 
appeared, but we have not seen any stability results for neutral delay difference systems of 
the ,general form so far. As for the ordinary difference equations, we refer to the good and 
comprehensive resource [4]. 
In this paper, we will introduce the neutral delay difference systems of the general form, and 
then establish the stability criteria of them by discrete Liapunov functionals and functions. 
Consider now the neutral delay difference systems of the general form 
(1) 
where Z+ denotes the set of nonnegative integers, x E R” with some positive integer k, and A is 
the forward difference operator; let 
C = {‘p : {-r, -r + 1,. . . , -1,O) ---) R"} , with some r E Z+; 
define the norm of cp E C as 
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denote CH = {+5 E C : llvil < H} f or some constant H > 0, and D, f : Z+ x CH ---) Rk, while 
x,,, E C is defined as 
s,,(s) = Z(TL + s), for s = --T; --1‘ + 1,. . ,o. 
Suppose that, for any given 720 E Z+ and a given function p E CH: there exists a unique solution 
of (I), denoted by ~(710, (r)(n), such that it satisfies (1) for all integer 71 > 1~0 and 
for s = -r’, --1’ + 1,. . . : 0. 
To deal with stability! as usual, \ve assume that D(TL, 0) = ,f(n, 0) = 0 so that (1) has the zero 
solution. 
In t.he sequel, we always assume that the variables 71, s, i: j, lo take integer values: and the 
corresponding inequalities as well as intervals are discrete ones. 
DEFINITION 1. The zero solution of (1) IS said to be uniformly stable (U.S.) if for any given 
s > 0: and any no E Z+, there exists a 6 = b(E) > 0 independent of 1x0 such that if l/q911 < 6, then 
DEFINITION 2. The zero solution of (1) is said to be uniformly asymptotically stable (U.A.S.) 
if it is U.S. and there is a 60 > 0 such that for each y > 0, there exists an integer N(y) > 0 
independent of no such that if 120 E Z+ and llpll < 60, then 
DEFINITION 3. D(~,(F) is said to be uniformly stable (U.S.) if there exist constants I<1 > 0, 
h; > 0; A > 0, and (E > 0 such that for any 1~ : Z+ 4 R”, and any r E Zf, 1c, E CA, with 
D(T. ,$) = /L(T)! the solution ~(7, $)(n,) of 
satisfies the followGng estimate: 
//x,,ll I K,e_ a(n-T)ll,$ll + I(2 m‘zn Ih(i 11 > r. _
-- 
(2) 
DEFINITION 4. The class of functions, denoted by K, is defined as 
K = {u E C [R+, R+] : U(U) is strictly increasing in 7~ and a(O) = 0} . 
The following lemma is needed in establishing our main results. 
LEMMA. Let D(n, (13) be U.S. and let a(t) be any continuous function with a(O) = 0 and a(t) > 0 
for t > 0. Then for small t > Oj there is a K function p(t) > I<1 + Kzc~(t) such that 
(i) for each small 6 > 0 and each r E Z+, [I144 < 6, lD(n,z,,(~,$))I I a(b) for 7 In 5 T* 
with some integer T* 5 +oo] imply that 
(ii) for ea,ch small b > 0 and each small /L > 0, there exists an integer N = N(6, ,LL) > 0 such 
that [ll$\l < 6. jD( TL,z,(T,$J))~ < N(P) for 72 > T] imply that 
j/%(7; +ll 5 a(P)> r?. > 7 + N(6, /A). (4) 
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PROOF. Let 6 > 0 be so small that 6 < A. Then it follows from (2) with h(ll) = D(Jx.:c~~(T, $)) 
that whenever //$I[ < 6 and ~D(,L,:c~(~~$))/ < ~(6) for T 5 71 5 T*, there holds 
llGL(T, Icl)II 5 K16 + KzQ(@, for 7 < n < 7*. 
Trivially, we can choose a K function ,0(t) > Kit + 1(2a(t) so that (3) l~olcls. 
Also, for each p > 0, if il$ii < 6 and ~D(~!z,(T, $))I < a(p) for 12 > T, then by (2) it suffices 
to show that 
which implies 
Therefore, if we pick an integer N = max{O, [(h~(6/,~)/cr)]+l}, where and in the sequel, [.I denotes 
the greatest integer function, then (4) holds. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
The first result is established by means of the discrete Liapunov functionals with Razumikhin 
THEOREM 1. Let D(n, p) be U.S. Suppose there exists a V : Z+ x C + R+ such tilat 
6) 
(ii) 
,~ID(TY)I) I V(?L,Y) 5 ~(11~11); 
there exists an integer r0 and a constant p > 1 
V(~L + l,xn+~(nO,p)) 2 pv(ll~lI), there hkk 
such that when ILO 5 11 < 11,~ + r. aJld 
and when 1~ > TLO + TO and P(V(?z + 1, IC,+~ (no, CF))) > V(s, zs(,no, 9)) for ‘n - To 5 s 5 TX, 
there holds 
AV,,, (12,~ (no, ‘F)) I --tu (ID (,)x,x,, (?10, (r))l) , 
whereu,v,wEK,P:R+ -+ R+ is continuous with P(t) > t if t > 0, and 
Av,,, (11, z, (no, 9)) F V (72. + 1, x,+1 (no, YJ)) - V (?~,z, (no, cp)) , 
witith ~(110, p)(?~) being a solution of (I). T1 len tile zero solution of (1) is U.A.S. 
technique. 
PROOF. 
(I) First, we show the U.S. 
It is possible to choose a continuous function a(t) > upl(pv(t)) so that ~(0) = 0 and a(t) > 
7r’(pu(t)) 2 0 f or small t > 0. Thus, p(t) < ,u(a(t)) f OI small t > 0. For the above-chosen a(t), 
by the lemma, we can find a corresponding p(t) with the desired properties. 
Now for any given E > 0 (E < H), let 
p E Cd, we denote x(n) = x(?Lo,~)(~L), rc,, 
AV,,,(?h, Z,(RO, cp)). Then by (i), we have 
We can show that 
b < min{&, A,,!T’(E)}, and for any 110 E Z+ and 
= x,~(,/xo,~), V(TT.) = V(~z,z,,(q,,~)): and AV(,tl) = 
e. 4D(v ~)l) I V(n) I ‘u(4b)), for all n > 1b0. (5) 
which implies that ~D(TL,x+~)/ < ~(6) f . 01 12 > ‘~0, and thus by the lemma, we can obtain the 
required conclusion, 
IIGLII P(S) < E, for 12 2 110. 
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To show (5) is true, suppose there is an n* : no 5 TX* < no + ~0 such that 
V(n) -c pv(II~ll), for 120 I: n I n*, and V(n* + I) 2 P4llPll). 
Then by (ii), we have A.V(n*) 5 0; i.e., V(n* f 1) < V(n*). It is a contradiction. Hence, there 
must hold 
V(n) I P4IIPII) < 444), for all n E [no, no f ro] . 
Therefore, if (5) is not true, then there must be some fi 2 no + re such that 
for no < n Ifi, but V(ti + 1) > u(ct(b)). 
Thus, 
P(V(fi + 1)) > V(fi + 1) 2 u(cr(6)) > V(s), for fi - TO < s < 12, 
and by (ii), we derive that 
AV(fi) I -w(]D(fi,~~)]) 5 0. 
Again, a contradiction. Hence, (5) holds, and thus the zero solution of (1) is U.S. 
(II) Furthermore, we show that the zero solution is U.A.S. 
First of all, for E = H, we can find the corresponding S(H) > 0 by the U.S. Let ho = 6(H). We 
want to show that for any given y > 0 (y < ba), any no E Z+, and any cp E ChO, we can find an 
integer N(y) > 0 such that 
Il.GL (no,cp)ll < 7, for all n > no + N(y). 
It is known from Part (I) that for any no E Z+ and any cp E CdO, we have 
v(n) 5 4460)), IWn,Ml I ~Jo), and 11~11 -c H, for n > 720. (6) 
For the given y > 0, we can choose X > 0 such that X < min{r,P-i(r)}. Let d = inf{P(t) - t : 
q(y(x)) I t I U(460)))> and K be the least positive integer with u(cy(X)) + Kd > ~~(a(~~)). 
We next claim that 
V(n) I u(a(X)) + (K - i)d, forn>ni=ne+iN*, i=O,l,..., K, (7) 
where N* is to be determined later, which will be independent of no and ‘p. 
Trivially, (7) holds for i = 0. Now we assume that for some j with 0 5 j < K - 1, there holds 
V(n) L u(a(X)) + (K - j)d, for n 2 n3. 
We want to show that 
v(n) 5 u(a(X)) + (K - j - l)d, for n > nj+r. (8) 
First, we assert that there must exist some n* 1 nj + ra such that 
V (n*) 5 u(a(X)) + (K - j - 1)d. (9) 
Supposing it is not true, then we have 
u(a(X)) + (K - j - 1)d < V(n) I u(a(A)) + (K - j)d, for n 2 nj + TO. (10) 
Thus, for IX > nj + ro, we have 
P(V(n + 1)) > V(n + 1) + d > u (a(X)) + (K - j)d 2 V(s), for n - re < s < 12. 
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Hence, it follows from (ii) that 
Clearly, if ]]2fi]/ < 
But this contradicts 
AV(n) 5 --w (10 (n,xn)l) i for 12 2 nj + 7-0. 
X for some fi 2 nj + TO, then 
V(C) I ?J (II~AII) < 4X) I P(X) < 44x)). 
(10). Therefore, 
Il%ll 2 4 for all n > nj + 7-0. 
By estimate (2) in Definition 1, there holds 
Let g = max{O, [(ln(2KiH/X))/o] + 1) and n = 7 + a. Then we obtain 
and thus. 





Now consider the sequence of intervals {&} with 1, = [nj + ~0 + (n - l)~, nj + ~0 + no], 
n-1,2,.... By (12), there must be some integer s, in each 1, such that 
I~(%,Xs,)l 2 &, n = 1,2,. . . . 
2 
It then follows from (ll), (6), and (12) that for n > nj + ~0 + qa, we have 
V(n+l)IV(nj+ro)- 2 w (1~ (%Xs)l) 
s=n,+ro 
if q = [u(~S~))/W(X/(~K~))] + 1. This leads to a contradiction. Hence, there must be some 
n* E [nj + TO, n3 + ~0 + qa] with (9) holding. 
Furthermore. we assert that 
V(n) 5 u(a(X)) + (K - j - l)d, for all n > n*. 
If it is not true, then there would exist some fi 2 n* such that 
V(n) 5 u(a(X)) + (K - j - l)d, for n* 5 n 5 5, 
and 
V(fi + 1) > u(cY(X)) + (K - j - 1)d. 
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But then 
P(V(fi + 1)) > V(6 + 1) + d > u(+)) + (K - j)d > V(s), 
and by (ii), we have 
AV(fi) 5 -w (ID (fii,zii)l) 5 0. 
Again, a contradiction. Therefore, we arrive at 
V(n) 5 u(a(x)) + (K - j - l)d, for all n 1 nj+l = nj + N*, 
where N* = rg + qa is obviously independent of no and cp. 
By induction, it follows from (7) that 
and thus, 
l~(%%>I 5 4X), forn>nK=no+KN*. 
By applying the lemma with p = X, 6 = H, T = 720 + KN*, and 11, = Z, (noting that by (6), 
ll$ll = lllc711 < H), we conclude that 
Il%(no7v)ll = 112n(T72T)ll 5 P(X) < Y, for n 2 no + N(y), 
where N(y) = KN* + N(H, X) . 1s a so 1 independent of no and cp, while N(H, X) is the one from 
the lemma. This completes the proof. 
Instead of discrete Liapunov functionals in Theorem 1, if we adopt the discrete Liapunov 
functions together with Razumikhin technique, then we are able to establish another kind of 
stability criteria for (1) as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let D(n, p) be U.S. and ID(n, cp)l 5 vo(ll~jl) with vo E K, u,‘u, w E K, and P(t) 2 t 
is the corresponding K function to cu(t) > u-‘(w(vo(t))) by the lemma. Suppose there exist a 
V : Z+ x R” -+ R+ and an F E C[R+, R+] which is nondecreasing and F(v(wo(t))) > u@(t)) for 
small t > 0 such that 
(i) 414) 5 V(n,z) I: 44); 
(ii) whenever F(V(n + 1, D(n + 1, x,+1 ))) > V(n + s,~(n + s)) for -r 5 s 5 0, there holds 
A$, (n,D(n,xC,)) = V(n+ l,D(n+ l,z,+d) - V(n,D(n,G) 5 -w (ID(n,x,)l). 
Then the zero solution of (1) is U.A.S. 
PROOF. 
(I) First, we show that the zero solution of (1) is U.S. 
For any given E > O(E < H), pick 6 > 0 with b < min{a,A,p-l(E)}. For any no E Zf 
and cp E Cg, we denote z(n) = z(no,cp)(n), V(n) = V(n,z(n)), v’(n) = V(n, D(n,z,)), and 
Av(n) = Av,,,(n, D(n, ~4). 
We claim that 
u (ID (n, %)I) I v(n) I 2) (?Jo(S)), for all n 2 no. (13) 
In fact, we obviously have 
Supposing (13) is not true, then there would exist some n* 2 no such that 
V(n) I v(vo(S)), forno<n<n*, and v (n* + 1) > w(wo(6)). (14) 
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But then we have 
which implies 
p(V &,)I 5 a(S), 
Thus, it follows from the lemma that 
01 
Hence, there holds 
F (V (n* + 1)) 2 F(v(vo(S))) > u@(s)) 2 u(Ix(s)i) 2 v(s), for rl* - 7’ < s 5 n+, 
and by (ii), we derive that 
This contradicts (14). Therefore, (13) holds, and thus, 
As in Theorem 1, by applying the lemma, we can conclude that 
This shows the U.S. of the zero solution. 
(II) Next, we assert that the zero solution is U.A.S. 
For E = H, by the U.S., we can find the corresponding S(H) > 0. Let 60 = 6(H). Then for 
any no E Zf and p E C&, we have 
for all 72 > 120. (15) 
Now for any given y > 0 (y < 60) (we may assume y < 40(60), and thus, 60 > K’(y/4)), we 
will find N(y) > 0 such that p E C,J, implies 
For the given y > 0, we choose X > 0 so that -y/2 5 p(X) < y. By the assumption of Theorem 2, 
we can pick a constant d > 0 such that v(vo(/!-~(~/~))) - d > 1:(~0(o-~(y/4))) and 
F(,u(uo(t)) - d) > VW(~))> for 0-l y < t < 60 ( > 4 - - 
(Note that by the assumption that F(v(vo(t))) > ,u(P(t)) for t > 0, we have min{F(~Ll(vo(t))) - 
71(,0(t)) : Pp1(y/4) I t 5 60) E p > 0; i.e., F(~j(vo(t))) > p + u@(t)) for p-‘(y/4) 5 t 5 60. 
It is easy to see that by the uniform continuity, we may choose d > 0 suitably small so that 
F(~u(zy,(t)) - d) > F(v(wo(t))) - p > u(/J(t)), for ,!?-‘(7/4) < t 5 60.) Let K be the least 
nonpositive integer such that u(c~(X)) + Kd > v(vo(So)). 
First, we assume that u(o(X)) < ,v(~~Q(&)), and thus, I< > 1. Then there must exist S, > 0 
such that 
II (,uo (6,)) = V(~UO(&j)) - id, i = 0, 1. 2, ) Ii-. (16) 
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The choices of A, d, and K as well as the assumption ~(a(t)) 2 w(wa(t)) imply that Se > 6i > 
. > 6~ > ,&l(r/4) > 0. Let 
M= inf 
vo(~K)lt<a(&J) 
w(t) > 0. 
We claim that 
_ 
V(n) I w(lJo(So)) - 4 for n > 1zi = no + iN*, i = 0, 1, . . , K, (17) 
where N* = 8 + [w(wa(bo))/M] + 2, fi = maxo<i<K N(H, S,), and N(H, &) is the corresponding -- 
integer in the lemma. 
Clearly, it follows from (15) that (17) holds for i = 0.. Now suppose for some j : 0 < j < K - 1, 
(16) holds; i.e., 
V(n) I v(uo(do)) - jd, for n 2 nj. 
We want to show that (17) also holds for i = j + 1; i.e., 
V(n) < w(wo(60)) - (j + l)d, for n 2 nj+i. 
In fact, there must be some n* E Ij+i = [nj + fi, nj+i] such that 
v (n*) < v(vo(bo)) - (j + l)d, 
because, otherwise, we would have 
w (we (JO)) - (.T’ + l)d < v(n) I v(wo(~o)) - 9, for all 72 E 1j+i 





d~(n,&)l) I: v(n) 5 w(w0(60)) - jd = w (w. (&)) 5 u (a: (6,))) for n > nj, 
and thus, 
P(n, z,)l < o(bj), for n 2 nj. 
But it follows from (15) that ]]z,,, ]I < H, and thus by the lemma, we derive 
or 
I4~)I I P (4) > for 12 2 nj + IV - r. (22) 
Hence, for n E 1T+i G [nn3 + fi,nj+l - 11, we have 
F (V(n + 1)) 2 F (v (210 (SO)) - (_? + l)d) = F (w (VO (&)I - 4 > w (P(si)) 2 44s)l) 2 V(s), 
for n - r < s 5 n. 
By (ii), we obtain 
Then by (15) and 
Av(n) I -wW(n, dl), for n E 1j;i. 
w(u~(s,)) < w(wo(dj+l)) = v(wo(S~)) -(j + l)d < v(n) I 4P(nl~Jl), for n E lT+l, 
we derive that 
We < ID( 5 460)~ for n E 1T+i, 
wliicli will iiilply that (19) ldcls. 
In fact,. if it is not true, thc~n thrrc would exist all ir > I?* srlcll that 
F (li (ii + I)) > F (II(I~~ (6,))) - (j + l)(i) 
= F (11 (.q, (6,)) - d) > 11 (j3 (6,,)) > r(l.r(.tt)/) > V(u). for /-I ~ I’ 5 I/ 5 fi. 
wl1elY N(r) = A-N* + N(H,X), which is ol)viorrsly iiitlcpentlent of JLO alit1 p. ‘I%IIs. t,lr proof is 
now complete. 
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